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♦ SPEED WRENCHES ♦

Continued . . . 

hese adaptable wrenches are
ideal for almost any
tightening requirement.

Available ends include box
ratchet, reversible ratchet,
Penta socket, 90° Penta
socket, straight Allen hex,
Allen hex ratchet, reversible
Allen hex ratchet, reversible,
90° Penta socket ratchet or
eye loop, in nearly every
possible combination.

Rugged polypropylene
handle provides solid
gripping surface and
physically separates one end
of the tool from the other for
protection against accidental
contact. Easy, one-handed
operation provides quick
installations of most bolted
connectors.

A single GP-223 wrench (9/16" and 3/4" box ratchet) will install the
entire line of Fargo GA9000 series vise connectors.
(GP 223 is 2nd from bottom)

Applications include:
• Pole line hardware
• Bolted connectors
• Transformer Terminal Bars
• Transmission/Substation
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We ship from stock.
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wrenches
combine a Penta head wrench for installing and
removing Penta Head bolts on power closures, and
either a 3/8" or 5/16" Allen Head ratchet wrench for
installing connectors. The GP-2091P wrench fea-

wrench combines reversible 5/16" and 3/8" Allen

wrenches combine a sturdy Acetate handle

GP-2093P90 and GP-2090P

tures the Penta Head wrench with a loop attachment for securing to belt rings or snaps.

GP-240
Head ratchets for use in close quarters. The GP-241P
offers a 5/16" reversible Allen Head ratchet combined
with a Penta head wrench. These wrenches are designed
for padmounted transformer multiple connections.

GP-209 and GP-2093
and either a 3/8" or 5/16" Allen head wrench with a ratchet
for fast, easy connector installations.

GP-221, GP-223 and GP-224

GP-201, GP-203 and GP-204

GP-3458 and GP-3458-12

insulated wrenches provide separation between the ratchet ends to elimi-
nate accidental contacts on low voltage installations. The ratchet ends are
securely positioned in the high dielectric separator.

wrenches are 12 point hardened steel with a heavy chromium plate. This series
fits all Fargo connectors which use 3/8", 9/16" or 3/4" hexagon head bolts and
may be used for many other tightening applications.

For more information, contact your Hubbell Power Systems representative, fax 573-682-8714 or
e-mail: hpsliterature@hps.hubbell.com.

“Nut Runner”: Lineman's Wrench is the easiest
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way to tighten down long 3/4”, 5/8” and even 1/2” square head or hex head machine bolts.
Installs equipment mounting bolts on utility poles. Makes slower, non-mechanical open-end
wrenches obsolete.

We ship
from stock.


